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Figure 1: The Last of Us: Part Two

ABSTRACT
The Last of Us: Part Two is set in multiple different environments
with extensive atmospheric look. In addition, the game uses a lot of
transparent objects such as glass, particle effects, etc. that require
proper compositing with the fog. This required us to create a new
volumetric system that would support different fog environments
and seamlessly blend with and tie together the rest of the world. We
have developed a new volumetric fog system that is based on a view
space frustum voxel grid (froxel grid) that allows us to properly
composite with the rest of the world. However, such a system also
comes with a lot of production challenges. In this abstract we will
focus on the developed methods to improve visual quality, reduce
artifacts coming from the nature of grid-based fog, and fit within
the performance budget.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Previous Naughty Dog titles used a fog system that ended up being
a 2D overlay. While there was raymarching involved and the visuals
of the fog itself did have a volumetric feel, the compositing with
transparent objects like particles or glass was impossible to get
to look correct. The use of a froxel grid allowed us to properly
composite with transparent objects [Wronski 2014], because it
allowed us to lookup fog accumulation up to object depth within a
480 meter range.

2 LIGHTING
We implemented support for lighting of the fog grid with ambient
light coming from ambient probes, sun light, and run time lights.
Each required a special set of techniques to achieve the desired
effects.
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3 RESOLUTION AND SHARPNESS
Since a 3D froxel grid is used, some sacrifices had to be made in
the resolution compared to a 2D effect, since there were now many
slices of fog calculated, stored, and updated each frame. Thus it
was harder to get sharp god ray effects. We used 64 depth slices
and supported multiple resolutions for the fog grid in screen space,
ranging from 10x10 pixels per froxel to 4x4 – 1.3 mil to 8.3 mil
froxels respectively. Depending on what a scene needed, proper
resolution was used to achieve the desired sharpness.

4 PERFORMANCE
High froxel numbers caused performance issues, thus performance
optimizations were a high priority for this system. We used ag-
gressive culling to only compute fog where it was visible. The
froxels were sorted into different buckets for processing by dif-
ferent shaders via indirect async compute dispatches to optimize
for GPU occupancy and reduction of branching and complexity in
shaders. Temporal compositing was used to improve fog quality
by using previous frame results along with jittered sampling, as
was proposed in previous work [Wronski 2014] and [Hillaire 2015].
Special care had to be taken when looking up information from
the previous frame. We also achieved better performance by uti-
lizing the lit fog for particle lighting, drastically reducing particle
rendering costs.

5 AMBIENT LIGHTING
We developed a special technique to sample our ambient probe tree
to light the volumetric fog. The technique allowed for sampling of
up to 192 probes per one froxel. The ambient lighting was stored
in a smaller resolution texture since the data was lower frequency
than other lighting. We also used a special dome texture for lighting
the fog beyond the probe sampling range.

6 SUN LIGHTING
Fog was lit by sunlight by generating an intermediate sun light
cache for efficient access by fog compute shaders. In addition, we
have added support for sunlight snapshots, allowing us to light fog
beyond the range of sun light cascades used for rendering regular
geometry.

7 RUNTIME LIGHTS
Run time fog lighting posed more challenges because it had to
be produced in one frame. Unlike sun that has static direction,
runtime lights such as flashlights move all the time, and we couldn’t
use temporal compositing for light calculations. That meant that
the final 3D image of runtime lights had to be produced within
one frame with high quality results. We have implemented special
texture lookup techniques to allow us to optimize light integration
along froxels, building on top of previous work [Hoobler 2016]. We
also managed to implement temporal compositing for runtime light
shadows to improve the look of lights that had shadows enabled.
Temporal light shadows posed additional issues we had to solve,
such as multiple light cross-talk within same froxel.

8 DEALINGWITH ARTIFACTS
Aggressive culling and use of temporal compositing caused a lot of
challenges. On one hand, we needed information from the previous
frame to do temporal compositing, but on the other hand, we would
not calculate fog behind geometry. This caused ghosting artifacts
in newly revealed areas. This could be caused by moving objects
or spinning camera. We implemented techniques to deal with this
issue by detecting and reconstructing newly revealed areas. To do
this efficiently, we again utilized dispatch indirect calls and did
extra computation with more expensive shaders for newly revealed
froxels only. We also had to deal with artifacts that were due to the
coarse nature of the fog grid along the view depth. Because froxel
shapes are much longer along the view direction we had many leaks
from behind the geometry we looked at. We implemented multiple
techniques to deal with these kinds of issues. Another family of
artifacts was patterning of fog lit by narrow god rays; depending
on how the grid aliased with light sources, different patterns would
emerge resembling Moiré patterns. Special sampling and temporal
jitter had to be implemented to solve those issues.

9 DOUBLE FOG ENVIRONMENTS
We added support for having two fog environments within one
grid to accommodate above water and under water fog at the same
time. While in previous Naughty Dog games, we used only one
environment and faked fog within a water shader, in this game we
had proper fog on both sides of the water. This allowed us to see
over water god rays from under water, and the other way around,
and provided a more realistic look of the environment.
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